
For More Information Contact: 

information Division 

CLINCH RIVER BREEDER REACTOR PLANT PROJECT 

i Post Office Box U 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 

Telephone: 615 / 482-9661 (Ext. 542) 

How much radiation 
will the public receive 
from the Clinch River 
Breeder Reactor Plant ? 

When the plant is in full 

operation, a person spending his 

entire time at the boundary of 

the plant would receive a total 

of only .03 mrem per year from 

this source. A mrem Is the unit 

of measure of radiation most — 

commonly used. It takes into 

account the effects of various f 

kinds of radiation on the body. 7" N 

A person receives five times this 

amount from watching television 

_ for one hour every day. For a | 

person who lives more than two 

miles from the site, there will be 

no measurable radiation due to 

operation of the plant. 

The radiation exposure which 

an individual can expect varies 

according to location and his db 

activities. One of the most 

significant sources is outer space 

from which we receive cosmic 

rays. These rays lose strength as ‘s 

they pass through the earth’s —_ 

atmosphere, so they are more 

intense at high altitudes. Other 

natural sources are the food and 

water we consume, the earth 

itself, and the structures in 

let ee sud — XRAYS 

Diagnostic X-rays are a 

man-made source of radiation to 

which most of us are exposed. 



COMPUTE YOUR OWN RADIATION DOSE 

We live in a radioactive world. Radiation is all about us and is part of our natural environment. By filling out this 

form, you will get an idea of the amount you are exposed to every year and compare this to the amount you might 

receive from the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant. 

Common Source of Radiation 
Your Annual 

| | nventory 

Location: Cosmic radiation at sea level .........--20000-- iiss 2: 
Elevation: Add 1 for every 100 feet of elevation ............ mt 

Example: If you live in Pittsburgh, add 12. 

Typical elevations: Pittsburgh 1200; Minneapolis 815; Atlanta 

1050; Las Vegas 2000; Denver 5280; St. Louis 455; Salt Lake 

City 4400; Dallas 435; Bangor 20; Spokane 1890; Chicago 595. 

WHERE (Coastal cities are assumed to be zero, or sea level.) 

YOU Tennessee: Knoxville 890; Memphis 275; Nashville 450; Chat- 
LIVE 

Miia 675. 

House construction (based on % of time indoaie Re yank aces 

Brick 45 

Stone 50 

Wood 35 

Concrete 45 

Ground: (based on % of the time outdoors) U.S. average ...... as 

WHAT YOU | 2a" ae 25 
EAT, DRIN K, ei C50. VET AGC aps 6 ea ee ee oe We 

& | Air 

BREATHE Weapans test fallout. ar -ics ees co Sy 2a es 4 

Pe PAVNGUAMINGSIS. (coe See. 5 2 MM ess! Gia". oa al ig Se ee pete see 

HOW Chest X ray 9 

Gastroinstestinal tract X ra 210 YOU ! | son yY £10 

LIVE Jet airplane aravel. --or-every: Tee Mmilesedd 1-2. Ue ei 

Television viewing: For every hour per day adel st Seis ee mie 

Mea Compare your ‘annual dose to the U.S. Annual Average of 148 1 mrem. 

ee At site boundary: 24 hours per day .03 mrem ............ Stile 
ot we miies away: 24 hours péteey 4001 mrent 4 eS 8 
CLINCH RIVER Sa. ee eens ee | | : 

PLANT Five Miles away: 24 hours per day NONE............... 

One mrem per year is equal to: Moving to an elevation 100 feet higher. 

[ncreasing your diet by 4%. 

Taking a 4- to 5-day.vacation in the Sierra Mevedki Mountains. 


